**DONT'T STOP**

Artist: Glee Cast
Choreography: Darolyn Pchajek - darolyn@daretoclog.com
Wait 16 beats

CD: Glee: The Music, Vol. 6
(Available for download on iTunes)
Level: Beginner's

INTRO
Rocking Chair (Turn ¼ left)  DS Brush Up (turn ¼ left)  DS RS  
L R                       R LR

REPEAT 3 MORE TIMES TO FRONT

PART A
Clogover Vine  DS DS(xif) DS DS(xib) DS DS(xif) DS RS  
L R L R L R L RL

Basket Ball Turn  Pivot (Turn ½ left)  Step  DS RS  
R L R LR

Fancy Double  DS DS RS RS  
L R LR LR

REPEAT TO FRONT

CHORUS
Don't Stop  Step  Step (move fwd)  Clap  Step Step (move back)  Clap  
L R L R

2 Basics  DS RS DS RS  
L RL R LR

REPEAT BOTH STEPS
Cowboy  DS DS DS Br Up DS RS RS RS  
L R L R R LR LR LR LR

2 Flapjacks  DS Tch (os) Tch (if) Tch (os) DS Tch (os) Tch (if) Tch (os)  
(aka Outhouse)  L R R R L L L

INTRO  4 Rocking Chairs (Turn ¼ left each)

PART A  Clogover Vine, Basketball Turn, Fancy Double, Repeat to front

CHORUS  Don't Stop, 2 Basics, Repeat both steps, Cowboy, 2 Flapjacks/Outhouses

BREAK  2 Triples  DS DS DS RS DS DS DS RS  
L R L RL R L R LR

INTRO*  Rocking Chair (Turn ¼ left), Fancy Double, Repeat 3 more times to front

BREAK  2 Triples

PART A  Clogover Vine, Basketball Turn, Fancy Double, Repeat to front

CHORUS*  Don't Stop, 2 Basics, Repeat both steps, Cowboy (Turn ½ left), 2 Flapjacks, Repeat ALL to front

INTRO*  Rocking Chair (Turn ¼ left), Fancy Double, Repeat 3 more times to front

INTRO*  Rocking Chair (Turn ¼ left), Fancy Double, Repeat 3 more times to front

ENDING  Don't Stop, 2 Basics